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                In the Year 2889

                
 by   Jules Verne 
What will happen in the year 2889. This is a visionary work of Jules Verne written in a time where there were no technological advancements realized.

But it is interesting to accept the fact that many of the technological advancements written in this book are a reality today.

Technologies like video conferencing, Air travel and many other are..
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                From the Earth to the Moon

                
 by   Jules Verne 
From the Earth to the Moon is a science fiction novel written by Jules Verne, a French writer remembered for his science fiction novels such as Around the World in Eighty Days, Journey to the Center of the Earth and Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.

This novel narrates the story of valiant and successful attempt of a science club to shoot a..
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                Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Seas

                
 by   Jules Verne 
Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Seas is a science fantasy fiction novel written by Verne, a French novelist whose numerous science fiction novels such as Around the World in Eighty Days, and  Journey to the Center of the Earth has created greater influence worldwide.

A Sea monster is spotted by many captains and United States assigns the ..
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                Astounding Stories of Super-Science January 1930

                
 by   Ray Cummings 
Astounding Stories are a collection of stories which were told about the impossible events or imagination which would be difficult to accept at those times. For example if a story is narrated in 1840 based on the concept that men can talk together without any wire, it was an Astounding Story. In 1490, if a story is narrated saying earth is round an..
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                A Journey to the Centre of the Earth

                
 by   Jules Verne 
A Journey to the Centre of the Earth is a science fiction fantasy novel written by the French author Jules Verne, who is remembered for his mastery over science fiction writings such as Around the World in  Eighty Days, In the Year 2889, and From the Earth to the Moon.

This novel is an adventurous exploration of traveling into the center of..
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                Thuvia- Maid of Mars

                
 by   Edgar Rice Burroughs 
Thuvia, Maid of Mars is a science fiction novel of planet fiction genre written by the American novelist Edgar Rice Burroughs, as a part of his Barsoom series of novels about Mars. This novel is the continuation of the early Barsoom series The Warlord of Mars and the protagonist is Carthoris, son of John Carter.

The novel opens up Carthoris’s sw..
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                The Defenders

                
 by   Philip K. Dick 
The Defenders is a short story written by American science fiction novelist Philip K. Dick, who later expanded this as a novel. The Defenders narrates how the war robots deviate from the very purpose of their creation and change the war hungry humans to move towards peace.

Nuclear war is fought between United States and the Soviet Union for the ..
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                Mr. Spaceship

                
 by   Philip K. Dick 
Mr. Spaceship is a science fiction story written by Philip K. Dick, an American author and who had influential works on science fiction genre with his popular novel and short stories such as The Man in the High Castle, The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch, Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?, A Scanner Darkly, Second Variety, The Variable Man, Th..
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